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DISCLAIMER
The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update, 
and should not be construed as a commitment, promise, or 
guarantee by The Battle Infinity or any other individual or 
organization mentioned in this white paper regarding the future 
availability of token-related services, or their future performance 
or value. Battle Infinity, including the whole project, token, website, 
smart contracts, and any apps ("IBAT") as stated in this 
conceptualconceptual paper, is not a licensed, unlicensed, or exempted 
financial or payment service of any sort or in any country. Any 
terminology used in this whitepaper, on the website, or inside the 
app is merely meant as a guideline, with no legal or effective 
significance in a regulated or financial setting. The Battle Infinity 
smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent, 
and non-modifiable in any way. The IBAT token is strictly a utility 
tokentoken in all jurisdictions and cannot be considered to be a 
“security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. IBAT is not in 
any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset-backed 
stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper 
taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any 
kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation, or offer to invest in Battle 
Infinity or acquire or use IBAT tokens in any way and with any 
expectationexpectation of profit therefrom. Any user of Battle Infinity 
represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate 
technical, administrative, regulatory, and legal advice before and 
after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, 
and/or using any portion or element of Battle Infinity (including 
the IBAT token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that 
there is an inherently high risk in accessing, acquiring, or using 
anyany kind of blockchain and/or cryptosystem, token, platform, 
software, or interface, including IBAT, and further disavows any 
claim of any kind against any community member directly or 
indirectly involved with Battle Infinity, for any damage suffered, 
including total loss. Battle Infinity is built on Binance smart chain 
with extremely fast 5-second block times and cheaper gas fees 
than Ethereum. Battle Infinity investment may go down as well as 
up in value. Cryptocurrency is not regulated as well.up in value. Cryptocurrency is not regulated as well.



INTRODUCTION

Our vision is to bring a new revolution to 
the traditional world of the gaming 
industry. Integrating gaming with the 
metaverse and blockchain thus making 
it completely decentralized. Our vision is 
to also give our users and creators true 
ownership. Also providing our users a 
tamperprooftamperproof gaming ecosystem which 
is impossible to be destructed by the 
unethical trespassers thus providing a 
secure platform.

Battle infinity is a gaming platform 
with multiple P2E battle games 
which is integrated with the 
metaverse world and is named as 
‘The Battle Arena’. In the world of 
Battle Infinity, gamers are not only 
limited to play and battle but can 
alsoalso enjoy and experience as well 
the immersive Metaverse world 
where they can interact, perform, 
watch and explore the virtual 
world of Battle Arena at the same 
time.



BATTLE INFINITY PLATEFORM
The Battle infinity platform has 6 different products 
that are designed in a way which forms a complete 
ecosystem of the platform which is efficient, handy 
and easy to use.

1 IBAT BATTLE SWAP

2 IBAT BATTLE MARKET

3 IBAT BATTLE STORE

4 IBAT BATTLE ARENA

5 IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE

6 IBAT BATTLE STAKE



IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE

IBAT Premier League is the world's first Decentralised 
Blockchain NFT based Fantasy Sports Game, 
integrated with Metaverse in which you can build your 
own strategic team and battle with others all around 
the world and earn.



IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE

In IBAT premier league users have to buy NFT pass to 
enter league or matches, with NFT pass. User gets 
budget to form their own virtual team by buying real 
life sports players within the budget allocated.
TheThe players are picked up from real-life sports and are 
given valuation on the basis of their performances. The 
team formed by the users gets scores on the basis of 
the player's performance in the real match.
TheThe team with the highest score is the winner and gets 
rewarded, apart from rewards users’ NFT pass gets 
whitelisted through which the holder gets extra 
benefits. Whitelisted NFT passes can also be traded in 
our Battle Marketplace and also during each BUY/SELL 
original winner gets extra winning rewards.



IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE

FEATURES



IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE

REWARDS
For every game there is a reward without a reward there 
is no motivation for users to play it, reward can be in any 
form monetary or non-monetary. We have hybrid 
rewards in our ecosystem where users get rewards not 
only in monetary terms but also in non-monetary terms. 
There are five types of reward :-

1.Daily1.Daily task reward- This reward is given to the users 
who complete daily tasks.

2.Match reward- This reward is rewarded which is given 
to the owner of the team on the basis of the score scored 
by them.

3.League3.League reward- This reward is rewarded to the owner 
whose total score in every match of the league or 
session is the highest.

4.Rank reward- Apart from reward given on the basis of 
match, the team owner who ranks in the top 10 position 
gets an extra reward for becoming a rank holder on the 
leaderboard.

5.5. Winning NFT pass Reward- This reward benefit is only 
for the user who gets top most rank in the match or 
league.



HOW IT IS BETTER THAN
OTHER FANTASY SPORTS

TOKENISED REWARD MECHANISM- The tokenised form 
of rewards is the one of the unique way to give 
rewards to the winning user.

TRADABILITY- Everything in our platform which is 
minted as NFT is tradable in our ecosystem which will 
help users to buy or sell their NFT.

USER-FRIENDLY NFT & BLOCKCHAIN EXPERIENCE-
OurOur main motive is to provide our platform to all the 
users around the world as users find it typical when 
they hear about NFT and blockchain, so keeping that 
point in our mind, our team is building a completely 
user-friendly experience for every user.



HOW IT IS BETTER THAN
OTHER FANTASY SPORTS

CATEGORY BASED TEAM FORMATION- We have 3 
Categories for team formation i.e. GOLD , SILVER & 
BRONZE, which makes our platform more scalable as 
we are reaching out to all types of user .

SCALABILITY- Our platform uses Binance Smart Chain 
network to mint NFTs which makes our platform more 
scalable.



IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE
ARCHITECTURE
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IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE
ARCHITECTURE

To play and use IBAT Premier League can be used on 
any of these 3 platforms i.e. windows, iOS & android 
through any browser or can also download the app 
from the app store. These web and mobile 
application is the complete frontend to access IBAT 
premier League. 
ToTo get access to the account to play-the game you 
can connect your account with any web3 wallet 
which will be used then to interact with ERC721 and 
ERC20 contracts for the content ownership and 
trading assets through our official token IBAT.

AllAll the assets that are minted on the ERC721 contract 
with a unique ID are stored in public IPFS and in the 
cloud server the whole backend process runs like 
algorithms, score calculation, etc.

In order to get live sports event feed we use APIs to get 
all data of the sports players, league, matches, etc. 

TheseThese processes work together to run a complete IBAT 
Premier League fantasy sports game. 



IBAT PREMIER LEAGUE
BUSINESS MODEL
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On the above page, the diagram shows how the cash 
will flow whenever a user i.e. you, will buy any NFT from 
the battle marketplace which will first go to a pool 
address named as IBAT stake pool. All the funds will be 
stored here until the match ends or the session/league 
ends. Afterwards it will be distributed into 3 portions i.e. 
5% will be for Foundation, 5% will be rewarded for 
completingcompleting daily tasks, and the remaining 90% will be 
used for distributing the rewards among the winners 
and top teams.



IBAT BATTLE SWAP
Battle Swap is a Decentralised Exchange that works as a 
bank on our platform It enables new users to buy IBAT 
tokens directly and also convert their winning rewards to 
another currency. It is integrated with the marketplace, 
game store, and arena which makes out platform's 
overall in app experience better, smooth and hassle-free.



IBAT BATTLE MARKET

The tokenized form of anything that is digitally available on 
the internet as music, painting, artwork, etc is known as NFT. 
All the assets and characters that are present inside the 
game are tokenized on ERC 721 smart contract on our 
platform to NFT. This tokenization of assets and characters 
makes it unique and puts value to it which depends on the 
rarity of the assets. On our platform, we have formed the 
valuevalue of these assets and characters which doesn't have 
value in the traditional gaming industry.



SellBUY

We have introduced 2 sections on our platform, first one is 
for the creators in which they can mint their artwork, buy, 
sell, and can also advertise as well in the battle arena on 
billboards and land. The second section is for gamers 
where users can buy and upgrade their avatar, game, 
land, etc and can also sell them to use them in games on 
our platform.



IBAT BATTLE GAMES

It is a multiplayer game store where gamers on our 
platform can get access to multiple NFT games to play 
and earn. The players can buy and sell all their gaming 
assets and characters in the battle market and sell their 
winning NFTs as well.



+

playEarnTo

InIn order to play the game, the gamers need to stake some 
amount in the battle stake. Where out of the total staked 
amount 10% will be deducted as transaction fees and 5% of 
the transaction fees amount will be used for the 
foundation development and the rest of the 5% amount 
will be allocated to the global stake pool which will be used 
to reward the players of the platform for various events The 
restrest 90% staked amount will be rewarded at the end of that 
particular game to the winner.
The game developers can also launch their games on our 
game store and can earn as well by monetising it and on 
the basis of the traffic on their game, they get bonus 
earning from the global stake pool. The Game Store is 
completely integrated with Battle Swap, Battle Market, and 
Battle Arena which enhance the overall gaming 
experience.



IBAT BATTLE ARENA

In the Battle Arena, the players will have their own unique 
avatar which they can upgrade from the battle market 
from their clothes to hair, for example: If the players like to 
add any hat or sunglasses to their avatar or character 
they will be able to buy it from the battle market.

Battle Infinity

Battle
Metaarena



EveryEvery player has their unique content ID and is minted on 
ERC 721 smart contract as NFT. By the means of these 
characters, users can use any devices like VR headsets 
and controllers to walk in the metaverse world and 
explore things around, meet other players, can even talk 
and chat and make a conversation with other users in 
real time, attend events like concerts and parties and 
eveneven perform. The concept of the metaverse is to give 
their users the experience of real world with a twist of the 
gaming industry.



BATTLE STAKE

Battle Stake is our staking platform where you can battle 
against stakers to get higher APYs. There are 3 types of 
staking that we are introducing-

1. SOLO STAKING
2. DUO STAKING
3. CRATES STAKING

SOLO STAKING
In this type of staking you can directly stake your IBAT 
Token to Earn a High APY on our token , where we will 
create Pools on the basis of the time period which will 
be monthly, half-yearly, and yearly pools.

DUO STAKING
InIn this type of staking you can simply pair any 
token with our native IBAT token and earn interest 
on it by simply staking that pair on our platform. 
This will give more stable and passive income not 
only in our token but also in their favourite tokens & 
coins like BNB, ETH, DOGE, etc., and even on stable 
coins like USDT, BUSD, etc.



BATTLE STAKE

CRATES STAKING
ThisThis is a type of staking in which you have to buy NFT 
crates from our Battle Market and unlock it with the 
matching NFT key, which u can either buy or can get by 
playing Games on Battle Games and wait for a certain 
time period to fully unlock it,  according to the crate type. 
There are three types of crates i.e. :-



WHAT IS IBAT TOKEN
AND ITS USES?

ADVERTISEMENT
The users can advertise on the Bill boards inside the Battle 
Infinity Platform which can be payed through only IBAT 
token that they can either buy or earn by playing games 
on battle infinity platform.

IBAT token is the key to unlock all the features of Battle 
Infinity which removes all the boundaries between the 
gaming platform and metaverse/Blockchain thus 
connecting both of them, making its ecosystem Smoother, 
Efficient and Barrier Free. 
ItsIts a utility token which runs on Binance Smart Chain 
network based on BEP-20 protocol. It gives value to the 
valueless assets, objects, characters etc. in the traditional 
gaming platform. IBAT Token can be used in these following 
various ways : -

ENTRANCE TO BATTLE INFINITY PLATFORM



BATTLE STAKE
In our platform who ever wants to play the game 
whether it is 1 VS 1 or any team game, the users need to 
stake some amount in the battle pool in order to get an 
entry pass for the game. A 10% fees will be deducted 
from the total stake amount from the battle pool which 
is divided in 2 parts, i.e. the first 5% amount will be used 
for the foundation development Second 5% will be 
allocatedallocated to the global stake pool for rewarding the 
players. The rest staked 90% amount will be given to 
the winner of that particular game in which they have 
staked the amount in the entry pass.

MONETIZATION
In battle infinity platform users can also earn by 
monetising their land and bill board. The land owners 
on our platform who have set up their game on their 
land can allow other users to advertise inside the 
game they have setup on their land and they can earn 
through this. 



PLATFORM FOUNDATION
It helps in the development of  the 
ecosystem of our platform. It also 
helps the foundation in making 
efficient and giving the users a 
better gaming experience in our 
platform.

GLOBAL STAKING POOL
Any transaction fees that is 
deducted, its 50% is always 
allocated to the global staking 
pool. The global staking pool 
benefits the community by 
rewarding the most active and 
valuable player which is done 
throughthrough global staking pool. The 
winners can get rewarded on 
our platform on the basis of the 
highest score, by completing 
any tasks, being the most 
valuable player and active user 
and Airdrop Event etc. 



IBAT FEATURES

AUTO STAKING
This is the auto staking feature, you have to simply lock 
and hold Tokens to stake for a certain time period which 
will be announced by us. The user gets an interest return 
depending upon the holding of the locked tokens.

AUTOLIQUIDITY
This feature will help our token price to get stability by 
adding liquidity automatically to the liquidity pool.

ANTIBOT
This feature prevents bots from disrupting the price 
action of our tokens.

AUTOTAX
Auto tax is a small amount of tax that will be imposed 
on every transaction which will be used in  Autostaking, 
Autoliquidity, Foundation, and Future Ecosystem 
Development



IBAT FEATURES



BUSINESS MODEL

The figure shows our complete business model and how will 
all the IBAT tokens will flow in our platform to reward players. 
This business model will make our overall platform 
ecosystem efficient and will be non-distruptable.



ARCHITECTURE

User can access Battle Swap, Battle Market, Battle Store 
& Battle Arena through any browser and upload assets 
and art for minting.

To connect with their assets, arts and tokens that are in 
game it interacts with smart contract through any web 
3 wallet.

BeforeBefore the user mints any art or assets, it connects to 
backend and a unique content ld is generated using 
cloud server and then it is released to public IPFS after 
minting. The unique content ID is also recorded on 
Smart Contract to verify the true ownership of the user.



TOKENOMICS
The total supply of IBAT tokens which will be created 
in maximum amount and will be in circulation i.e. 
10,000,000,000 (10 Billion). IBAT tokens are based on 
the BEP 20 smart contract protocol which runs on 
Binance Smart Chain.

TOTAL SUPPLY

10,000,000,000

PRESALE - 20%
PRIVATE SALE - 06%
FOUNDATION & DEVELOPMENT - 12%
MARKETING & CEX LISTING - 16%
FOUNDERS & PARTNERS - 20%
ADVISORS & LEGAL TEAM - 05%
LIQUIDITY  - LIQUIDITY  - 05%

TEAM ALLOCATION - 12%

DEV TEAM - 03%

AIRDROP - 01%



AIRDROPS - 1%

MARKETING PARTNERSHIPS - 7%

FOUNDERS TEAM - 10%

LIQUIDITY POOL - 12%

PRESALE - 20%

FOUNDATION & DEVELOPMENT - 20%

GLOBAL STAKE POOL - GLOBAL STAKE POOL - 30%





TECHNOLOGY USED



ROADMAP

1

PHASE 1
Research on Web3, 
Gaming & Metaverse

Idea and 
Conceptualisation
Product finalization
Infrastructure Planning
Workflow Design
Business Model Design

2

PHASE 2
Website Development
Prototype Building
Social Media Creation
smart contract creation 
and testing on Testnet
Planning Marketing 
Strategy



3 PHASE 3
IBAT token smart contract Mainnet
Deployment
Website launch
Dapp Prototype Launch with 3D AR Viewer
Marketing Campaign starts
Audit
Community EventsCommunity Events
Press Release
Presale Creation
Pancakeswap Listing

4 PHASE 4
Testing Battle Swap on testnet
Influencer Marketing
Battle Swap Mainnet Launch
Battle Infinity Dapp Alpha Release on 
Google Play Store
Merchandise Store Launch
ERC721 NFT Contract DeploymentERC721 NFT Contract Deployment
Battle Market Testing
Battle Market V1.0 Launch
First NFT Sale
Strategic Partnerships
Multiple Exchange Listing
Battle Market V2.0 Launch



5 PHASE 5
Game Asset Minting on Battle market
Battle Store First Game Alpha Release 
for Limited Users
Game Bug Fixing and Security testing
Major Strategic Partnerships
Game Beta Release
Celebrity MarketingCelebrity Marketing
Game Launch
Battle Infinity Dapp Beta Release on 
Google Play Store

6 PHASE 6
Unique Avatar Release on Battle Market
Multiple Game Launch
World building For Battle Arena
Battle Arena Alpha Release
Battle Store Games & Battle Arena
Integration
Battle Arena Beta ReleaseBattle Arena Beta Release
High Volume Exchange Listing
Battle Arena Final Launch

7
PHASE 7
Battle Infinity Dapp Final Release on 
Google Play Store
NFT Land Smart Contract Deployment
NFT Land Sale
Land Maps and Battle Arena Integration



WHAT IS 
FANTASY SPORTS?

Fantasy sports is one of the upcoming most famous 
virtual sports games played by users. In the game, the 
users come together and form a virtual team of any 
qualified sports like Cricket, Football, Hockey, Kabaddi, 
Tennis and etc, by choosing their favourite virtual 
players and competing with other virtual teams to 
earn rewards, based on the statistics of the
player's performance.player's performance.
Multiple rewards for the hardwork of the player are 
earned with consistently better performance in every 
game. The users are themselves team managers and 
you compete against the other team's manager. The 
users get a team cap from which they have to choose 
their team. Every virtual player has a cap and is 
chosen under the team cap of the user or team 
managermanager which can be also said that the team 
manager has to make a self budget under the given 
team cap to choose their team wisely.



HOW IT IS DIFFERENT FROM 
BETTING & GAMBLING?

Gambling can be defined as a game of chance such 
as Lottery, Casinos and etc whereas Betting is an act 
of gambled money on outcome of a race, Game, or 
other unpredictable events.

On the other hand, Fantasy sports are not considered 
any kind of Gambling or Betting as it is considered as 
Game of Skills. Fantasy sports gives a lot of chances, 
but it is also observed that putting up a wise and 
strong team requires a lot of knowledge, ability, data, 
and research. These research works need loads of 
effort and hardwork which helps participants prepare 
a a strong team who can complete against the other 
teams. Therefore Fantasy sports is a game of skill and 
not Gambling or Betting which is based on luck. This is 
the reason why users who are skilled are able to win 
more often in various fantasy sports games because of 
their strong knowledge and skills.



METAVERSE

WHAT IS METAVERSE?

Metaverse is 3 dimensional virtual world which gives you a 
real experience and has been a hot topic in various parts of 
the world. Metaverse has orgininated from the words 
“Meta” and “Universe”. 

SecondSecond Life is an online multimedia platform is considered 
as First Metaverse. It was developed in 2003 by a firm which 
is based in San Fransico so called as Linden Lab. It was 
launched on 23 June, 2003 and saw a boosted growth for a 
Decade till 2013 with approx 1 million users.

TheThe Metaverse is based on the  hypothetical environment. 
In which people can enjoy the virtual reality world by 
socialising and connecting with people across the globe. 
People can enjoy Virtual Parties, Play games, Battle, Sports, 
Concerts and even attend Marriages in the Meta universe.



METAVERSE

Future Of

FUTURE OF METAVERSE

The Virtual Reality world of Metaverse gives its users the 
experience of real world like people can shop, attend 
concerts and parties, celebrate festivals, play etc. 
Whatever happens in the real world can happen in the 
Metaverse. It is also a means of earning for content 
creators and and VR developers. Many companies like 
Facebook, Apple, Decentraland Microsoft etc. Are adopting 
thethe path of Metaverse. The Facebook has also named itself 
as Meta and shopping brands like H&M have introduced 
Metaverse shopping.



WHAT ARE NFTS & NFT
MARKETPLACE?

NFT is a unique digital tokens that stands for “Non 
Fungible Token” which are minted in the blockchain that 
cannot be replicated for example,The famous painting of 
Monalisa which is unique and one of its own kind in the 
world. These are individual tokens with a value which is 
set according to the demand of the market which are 
bought and sold just like the things in the real market. 
NFTsNFTs are used to produce artistic digital contents like 
Video, Photos, audio etc.

Like in the real world you need to go to market and 
shop to buy any art or you have to go to an auction to 
buy rare art, in the same way for NFTs you need a place 
where you can buy, sell, attend auctions and that place 
is called NFT Marketplace.
NFTNFT marketplace helps in bringing the creators, artists 
and crypto freaks together on a single platform where 
NFTs can be displayed, bought and sold and even 
minted. Some of the famous NFTs marketplace are 
Opensea, Foundation, Rarible etc. 



DEXDEXS

WHAT IS DECENTRALIZED
EXCHANGE?

Decentralised Exchange (DEX’s) is a kind of Crypto 
currency exchange which allow people to make 
cryptocurrency transactions on mutual understandings 
without the involvement of any third party. The aim of 
creating the DEXs is to remove the third party involvement 
in the transactions. The users own a private key which is 
encrypted  and enables their users wallets to access their 
ownedowned cryptocurrency in the Decentralised Exchange 
which makes it more risk free and safe from the unethical 
trespassers.
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